Deburring Manifolds and more
Thermal Energy Method (TEM) or Thermal Deburring

MAKING THE WORLD SAFER, HEALTHIER & MORE PRODUCTIVE™
Burrs definition

Burr, an undesirable outcome of machining processes, is a common cause of concern to the manufacturing fraternity. Though conscious efforts are made in every step-in design, process planning and manufacturing, it is quite a challenge to ensure that finished parts are completely free from burrs, consistently.

Burrs, if present in the component, ruin the design integrity of the part, require additional processes to fix it, cause safety hazards and result in malfunction of the product. All these side effects represent unnecessary cost to the industry in various forms such as additional manufacturing, warranty, service, recall and collateral damage on the company image. Therefore, in most cases, it is a must either to remove or to secure the burr in order to prevent it from being detached from the part.

Going by dictionary, a burr is a raised edge or small pieces of material remaining attached to a work piece after a modification process. “Deutsches Institut für Normung” (DIN) defines an edge with a burr, a sharp edge and a burr free edge. The burr is described as “a work piece edge with overhang”.

Characterization of the burr depends on the application. In terms of deburring, how strongly the burr is attached to the work piece material may be the most important. Sharpness of the burr may be the most important criteria for safety concerns.
In modern era, fluid power has found applications in many critical areas. From aviation to automotive to off-highway, fluid power has been entrusted with the most challenging tasks - control, maneuver, lift, dig, brake, steer, adjust and many more. Ever-increasing demand for higher power, faster response, finer control and compact sizes has driven modern day fluid power towards higher operating pressures, intricate designs and compact sizes. And that has brought a sea change in the perception of burrs.

Effect of presence of burrs in fluid power elements has always remained the same – anything from minor leakage to a complete breakdown. But, given the range of current widespread and demanding applications, the impact of such failures could be devastating.
Conventional deburring methods

The most deployed deburring method in industry is manual labor. Though manual deburring is flexible, low on initial investment and easily scalable; it is far from consistent. Skill and concentration being the requirements in manual deburring, it is almost impossible to ensure uniformity in output quality over a long period. Long working hours, absenteeism and manpower turnaround are some of the perennial challenges. Typically, in any mass production environment, manual deburring creates bottleneck. Moreover, inaccessible areas in the component are always remained suspects.

Other commonly deployed techniques are brushing, blasting, tumbling and vibratory. Though these processes are more productive and repeatable as compared to manual deburring, the chance of incomplete burr removal is high. Inaccessible areas remain suspects. Undesirable side effect of these methods is cross-contamination - one part getting contaminated by burrs left over by previous parts. Hence, these processes do not guarantee burr free parts.

Water jet, another commonly used deburring process, uses high pressure water to remove burrs. It works to the extent burrs are in the line of sight of water jet. Its effectiveness for ductile material is limited as burrs tend to fold instead of getting dislodged.
Thermal Energy Method

Thermal Energy Method (TEM) of deburring utilizes energy generated in combustion of gases to oxidize burrs. This method differentiates burrs from the component by the ratio between surface area and mass. Burrs, which are high on this ratio absorb most of heat and get vaporized in oxidation. It is like a candle wick burning without lighting the surrounding wax.

TEM produces intense heat energy by igniting a pressurized mixture of combustible gas and oxygen within a sealed, specially controlled chamber. Due to sudden release of heat energy, high temperatures up to 2500°C – 3500°C is generated for few milliseconds. Because of this intense heat, burrs & flashes catch fire, burn in excess oxygen and vaporize till heat gets dissipated into the body of the work piece. In the process, work piece also gets heated but to such a limited extent that there is no change in its metallurgical properties.
Thermal Energy Method

As gas covers all internal and external areas of component, TEM ensures overall deburring in one go. Deburring of multiple parts is a possibility as gas finds its way around them. Cycle time of the process, excluding component loading and unloading, is typically less than a minute.

The amount of burr that can be removed in TEM is determined by the volume of gas injected into the chamber, the thickness of the burrs, the heat transfer rate of the material being processed, and the ratio of fuel to oxygen.

Process steps

1. Component to be deburred is loaded to TEM chamber and chamber is closed
2. Chamber is filled with pressurized mixture of gases
3. Gas is ignited
4. Burrs are oxidized, and component is deburred
5. Chamber is vented to de-pressurize
6. Chamber is opened, and component is unloaded
# Thermal Energy Method vs Other Processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Vibratory</th>
<th>Blasting</th>
<th>Manual</th>
<th>TEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cycle time</td>
<td>hours</td>
<td>Minutes</td>
<td>Minutes</td>
<td>30 sec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running Cost</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Lowest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left Contamination in surface</td>
<td>Maybe</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Maybe</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reach inaccessible locations</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demanding requirements</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing labor</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plating build up on flash/burrs</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch flexibility</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary burrs</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possibility to bend over flash/burr</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Maybe</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Burrs in hidden areas are difficult to remove except when using TEM](image)
Thermal Energy Method ideal scope

• Critical components which must be absolutely burr free – fluid power, diesel fuel injection, and power transmission are a few of the major industry segments which demand burr free components for enhanced system reliability. TEM finds numerous applications in these fields. Most of these components have intricate shapes with a lot of inaccessible areas and intersecting holes. Given its ability of complete deburring, no other method of deburring has been as successful as TEM.

• Mass produced components – short cycle time and possibility of accommodating multiple parts in a cycle make TEM a fast and economical process. Screw components, hydraulic fittings, automotive parts, lock cylinders, die cast components are some of the common TEM applications.

• Intricate components with inaccessible areas – where other deburring methods have very limited success.
Thermal Energy Method Limitations

- TEM is not suitable for magnesium, titanium and copper
- TEM process cannot guarantee defined edge radius
- After TEM deburring, a loose layer of metallic oxide is formed on the component making post-TEM cleaning a must in cases where parts are not heat treated, plated or anodized. Most plating and anodizing lines include a pre-cleaning step already designed to remove oxidation. Heat treating furnaces are the opposite of TEM. Their reduction atmospheres clean oxides after heat treatment.
- TEM cannot handle thick (> 0.25 mm) and excessively long burrs – after TEM they form metallic balls
- Incoming parts are to be free from oil, excess moisture and compacted chips
Thermal Energy Method, Suitable Components

- Valve bodies – with lots of intersecting holes, grooves, threads and inaccessible areas, these components are a deburring nightmare. TEM is ideally suited for valve bodies. Efficient deburring makes assembly easy, spool movements free and entire system reliable.

- Manifolds – with challenges like valve bodies, manifolds are well suited to TEM deburring.

- Spools – precision grooves and intricate holes & notches make spool too intricate to be manually deburred. Ineffective deburring can cause inappropriate system functioning and even jamming.

- Pump and hydraulics motor elements – high pressure pumps and hydraulics motors, characterized by very small clearances between moving parts, are susceptible to failures if the elements are not deburred effectively.

- Cylinder components – cylinder porting blocks and end caps are common in TEM deburring

- Hydraulic fittings – often ignored, these are a common source of burrs. Once dislodged, burrs go to other critical areas in the circuit causing havoc.

- Threads – a common source of contamination, yet they are not usually deburred at all. When connectors are fastened burrs get dislodged and get into the system. This leads to premature wear and failure. TEM does a perfect job to clear up the small particles along the thread major diameter.

T250, T350, T450 nowadays’ best seller in the industry

Post processing, cleaning with DST
Industry Experience

“Danfoss Power Solutions (Ames, Iowa USA) is a global company focused on fulfilling the needs of off-highway vehicle manufacturers with engineered hydraulic and electronic components. We manufacture hydraulic manifold for hydrostatic pump. They are high volume component. The main issue is burrs removal on intersected holes, cross-sectional holes from previous machining operations. We are using Extrude Hone solution. Combination of TEM and post washing process provided us more consistent and reliable process, significant improvement of productivity and increased safety of overall process.

All of this has been achieved with fully automated robotic integration. If machining process is under control (tool life management is very critical, and control of burr size is important too) TEM process with washing (machine also from Extrude Hone) will give you the best process reliability and repeatability.

High pressure water jet process did not provide this value.”

Industry Experience

“Rollon Hydraulics has been associated with Extrude Hone India since several years for Thermal (TEM) deburring of some of their critical hydraulics spools.

We are happy with the current experience as manual deburring is completely avoided for some of the critical parts. This process has eliminated laborious manual deburring and burr removal accuracy is 100%. Our association with extrude hone has been productive and has delighted us with the technology on offer.”

Courtesy of Modern Machine Shop article about Extrude Hone customer Tomenson Machine Works.

"Amazing set up, top notch organization and .......Unit 6 is deburring. Also in response to the tightening particulate requirements, Tomenson decided to start using a thermal deburring process to complement some of the manual deburring of its manifolds, a shift that reduced staffing by 20-30 people. Tomenson has recently taken delivery on an Extrude Hone system for thermal deburring, which comes immediately after the washing step. ....."